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Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.)

DHYAN-KAKSH
THE SCHOOL OF EQUANIMITY & EVEN-SIGHTEDNESS.
Taking The Society Along To Serve The Humanity…
Spiritually Enlightening Everyone To Achieve The Ultimate Goal Of Life...
Moralize Beings' To Infuse Gentlemanliness In Their Hearts To Stop Them From Doing Bad And Corrupt Actions...

www.satyugdarshantrust.org

info@satyugdarshantrust.org

GENESIS
Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.) is an expanded
transformation of 'Mahabir Satsang Sabha', which
originated in a small town called Gojra Mandi,
District Layalpur, situated now in Pakistan, in the
form of daily 'Satsang'. After the partition of the
country in 1947, the followers of 'Mahabir Satsang
Sabha', who were spread all over the northern India
and later in other parts of the world started
'Satsang' at their homes.
This continued till 1995 when Satyug Darshan Trust
was founded and registered as a Public Trust on
12th July 1995 with the objective of alleviating
physical, mental and spiritual sufferings of
humanity. Since its inception Trust has undertaken
various activities to fulfill its charter which is to
infuse consciousness, fraternity and love for
humanity by all possible means.

PURPOSE
It is universally acknowledged that nature has
divided the eternal time into four eras (YUGAS) i.e.
'Satyug', 'Tretayug', 'Dwaparyug' and 'Kalyug'. The
present era is Kalyug. As per the laws of nature,
'Satyug' - The Golden Era, is definite to follow
'Kalyug'. It therefore, becomes necessary that all of
us enlighten ourselves about the approaching time
i.e. 'Satyug', so that we are mentally geared up for
this impending change and become competent to
mould ourselves accordingly.
The establishment of
Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.)
is a step in this direction for realization of such
natural objective.

Satyug Darshan Vasundhara Campus
For attainment of its objectives, with the help and support of its members, the Trust purchased 36 acre of land to set up its
main campus in village Bhupani, Bhupani-Lalpur Road, about 10 km. from Faridabad town in the National Capital Region of
Delhi. The campus is named as ‘Satyug Darshan Vasundhara’, which in collective terms mean, a pious place on earth from
where to march towards ‘Satyug’ - The Era of Truth.
Within a span of nineteen years, it has emerged as a small township which includes:
•
•
•
•

Huge dome-shaped Meditation-Hall–School of Equanimity & Even-Sightedness
Satsang hall
Satya Deep Greh with 128 single room independent units for senior citizens
Sabha Bhavan- A state-of-the-art auditorium is one of the largest multipurpose hall in the
NCR, Delhi which can accommodate up to 2000 persons at a time

•
•
•
•

Nursery to class XII co-ed residential-cum-day boarding school namely Satyug
Darshan Vidyalaya
Music centre named as Satyug Darshan Sangeet Kala Kendra
B.Ed college for girls namely Satyug Darshan Institute of Education and Research
Satyug Darshan Technical Campus – AICTE approved institution offering courses
in engineering and management under the name of Satyug Darshan Institute of
Engineering & Technology & Satyug Darshan Institute of Management respectively

Satyug Darshan Vidyalaya

Let us adopt contentment & endurance to selflessly progress on the path of truthfulness & righteousness for
becoming benevolent.

Alleviating physical, mental and spiritual sufferings of the humanity by all possible means through education or
otherwise

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Hostel facility separate for girls and boys
Excellent mess and cafeteria with pure vegetarian, hygienic and nutritious food
Small dispensary with 6 bedded medical-investigation room
Extension counter of a Union Bank of India along with ATM facility

Power house with 24 hour power back-up facility
Swimming Pool, Squash Courts, Skating rinks,Basketball and Badminton
courts, Volleyball, Hockey, Football grounds, indoor games like tabletennis, gymnasium etc.
Sewage treatment plant
Laundry unit
Satyug Darshan
Institute of
Education &
Research

The Guiding Force
The activities of the Trust are guided by the Holy Scripture - 'Satvastu Ka Kudarati Granth', which means “Sacred Scripture of Satyug as revealed by the Nature”.

It proclaims omnipresence of the Supreme Being with message:
“ Discern nonetheless but me (Real/Eternal Self) is the 'Lord' ”
“ Only Ignorant say that the Lord is someone along with ”
Accordingly, it further emphasizes that:
“ 'Shabad' (i.e. the word of God) is our 'Guru' (i.e. Master)
not the figure or image of any person ”

This 'Granth' therefore preaches that, instead of different kind of
prevalent systems of devotion, only one type of faith shall prevail
universally, i.e. to inculcate the skill of equanimity and evensightedness which would help in keeping our energy, wisdom
and mind at the prime level forever. It makes one's faith strong
enough to gain knowledge that one's Real Self in itself is the
'Lord' omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient. This reveals
the truth that in 'Satyug' oneness shall prevail. Instead of the
silent repetition of the mantra or the name of any deity by way of
devotion or by worshipping or by chanting of hymns, one shall
always remain in the state of Meditation. In 'Satyug', each one
would be a lover of truth having high integrity and uniform
vision and would love to live in harmony. Further, the natural
science would make the people of 'Satyug' so enlightened that
they would become spiritually capable of producing any thing
technically and skillfully with brilliance. Therefore, to become a
symbol of equanimity and even-sightedness one ought to have
an unflinching self- confidence and firm faith in God with one's
divine eye focused on the embodied spirit i.e. eternal light. All
these virtues are essential for universal brotherhood for keeping
harmony and peace, besides performing one's worldly duties
selflessly, sincerely and faithfully to attain salvation.
It declares, that each one of us should know and remember that: “The day is about to come when 'Kalyug' will retreat
That day is about to come 'Sajanji', that day is about to come”

'Satvastu ka kudarti granth' has not only comprehensively
described the past and the present state of affairs of the
Universe, but has also forecasted in detail about the constitution
of 'Satyug' i.e. fundamental principles, according to which
spiritual, mental and physical conduct of a person shall be
governed in 'Satyug'.



It contains perfect knowledge, verified and verifiable truth
to make every one wise enough to lead a peaceful life
collectively, truthfully and religiously based on ethical
principles i.e. strictly according to the rules of morality.



To keep one's thought, action and speech in a pure and
independent state i.e. free from any deformation, it
suggests to remain firmly dedicated to His command.
Further to keep our mind free from any pulsation, it is
essential to root our existence in the divine source of
Universe i.e. God.



It calls upon each one of us to become 'Sajjan' in the real
sense i.e. a person having a spirit of gentleness, which is
essential to live in a divine manner.



It prohibits one from being in the state of depression,
weeping, lamenting or negative thinking in any moment
or circumstance.



It narrates reasons for degeneration of morality in
mankind over various 'yugas' or eras and shows the way
ahead for mankind and society to uplift themselves from
their current ethical and morally
deteriorated state. It has also mentioned troubles, which
befalls upon one as the result of one's own deeds. It
inspires one to eradicate selfishness and pride i.e. agitated
state of mind, and transform one from the restless
'Kalyug' temperament to a tranquil and stable 'Satyug'
disposition.

It is a study of mankind and human affairs viz-a-viz spirituality,
with an intent to reduce human sufferings and to improve life
specially by social and spiritual reforms collectively.

Trust Activities
SATYUG DARSHAN CHARITABLE DISPENSARY & LABORATORY
The Trust had established its first Charitable Dispensary in its complex at
Vasundhara in 1999 and started rendering its services to the villagers and
agricultural labourers of nearby areas. From the year 2002, the Trust started
opening more Charitable Dispensaries/Laboratories in other parts of the
country. At present, the Trust is running 16 Satyug Darshan Charitable
Dispensaries & Laboratories at Jalandhar City, Jalandhar Cantt, Ambala CityKaziwara, Ambala City-Laxmi Nagar, Ambala City-Railway Road, Ambala
Cantt, Saharanpur, Moradabad, Gurgaon, Kurukshetra, Raiwali,
Yamunanagar, Rohtak, Bareilly, Sirsa and Faridabad. In these Dispensaries &
Laboratories, qualified Allopathic, Homeopathic doctors, Dental Surgeons,
Physiotherapists, Ophthalmologist, Gynecologists etc., provide consultation
and treatment to patients on OPD basis for a very nominal fee. This fee is
charged for two days of consultation and treatment for which medicines are
being provided free of cost. These are further linked with specialized hospitals for better medical care and treatment.
Free medical & health care camps, eye camps, naturopathy camps, yoga, acupressure etc. are also organized at these dispensaries from
time to time at 'Vasundhara' and other parts of the country. For the information of all, these dispensaries are operational from Monday
to Saturday.
Till now, more than 11 Lac people have already been benefitted through these Dispensaries & Laboratories.
Satyug Darshan Trust is rendering these services as per one of its aim i.e. to serve the downtrodden and needy people of the society. It is
worth mentioning that the Trust derives its strength and support from a large number of selfless and dedicated volunteers spread all
over India, specially North India, as well as abroad.
If you are also interested in associating yourself as a regular member contributor and would like to avail the golden opportunity to run
these Charitable dispensaries & laboratories, you can log on to our website www.satyugdarshandispensary.org and download our
membership form or visit the nearest dispensary.
SATYUG DARSHAN VIDYALAYA
Satyug Darshan Vidyalaya , a CBSE affiliated co-ed english
medium residential-cum-day boarding senior secondary school,
was established by the Trust in April 2001. It was a step taken to
awaken humanity to the Supreme Truth of life by not only
understanding the true worth of worldly knowledge but also
understanding the knowledge about the eternal oneness of
'Jiva' and 'Brahm'. This is essential to perceive the reality of our
existence and to achieve the goal of our life by harmonizing the
spirit of different religions. The main objective of opening this
school is to impart such moral values so that all the actions and
deeds of the supreme creation of God, i.e. man, remain
truthfully supreme for establishment of the atmosphere of peace
and harmony in this Universe.
For more information you can log on to our websitewww.satyugdarshanvidyalaya.net
SATYUG DARSHAN SANGEET KALA KENDRA
To lead the society towards 'Satyug' – the Golden Era, in a more meaningful and effective manner, Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.) has
founded a state of the art music centre namely 'Satyug Darshan Sangeet Kala Kendra' at its main campus 'Vasundhra', Faridabad on 3rd
July 2005. The centre is affiliated to the Prayag Sanget Samiti, Allahabad.

To make everyone conversant with the constitution of Satyug so as to infuse consciousness, to make
them inclined towards adopting fraternity and love by self-improvement to bring peace at Universal level.

Realization of one's real-self through visualizing Omnipresence of Omnipotent and Omniscient God by
adopting Equanimity, Even-sightedness and amity in one's conduct and behavior.

Since its inception Satyug Darshan Sangeet Kala Kendra has expanded its operation to 13 other branches in various cities of northen
India. These include Jalandhar City, Ambala Cantt, Ambala City, Chandigarh, Saharanpur, Moradabad, Rohtak, Rewari, Panipat,
Kurukshetra, Gurgaon, Faridabad and Delhi.
In these Kala Kendra's students are trained in a way that they not only become perfect in this art but also acquire superior spiritual
ability to adopt and skillfully convey the message of God to the world which is the practice of Equanimity and Even-sightedness. This is
necessary to become a gentle person.
For more information you can log on to our website- www.satyugdarshansangeet.org

SATYUG DARSHAN INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Satyug Darshan Institute of Education and Research has been set up by Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.) to promote
educational development in the country, through continuous improvement in teaching skills and ability of teachers
by way of proper training and education.
The mission of this Institute is to develop skilled professionals in teaching with highest level of dedication,
commitment to harness the true potential of children and develop them into progressive, peace loving citizens
with communitarian attitude.
Every pupil teacher at this Institute is effectively guided, counseled and trained in, not only latest techniques and methods of teaching
but are also familiarized with spiritualism and true value system of humanity purely on principles of equanimity and even-sightedness,
contentment, endurance, truthfulness and righteousness. This is done with an objective so that they could nurture future generations
and imbibe good moral values and character among students as a part of teaching and learning process.
It is an endeavour of the Institute to provide its pupil teachers with best possible learning environment for all round development so as to
transform them into responsible, committed and ideal teachers, the greatest asset for the society.
The institute offers B.Ed. course for women with well equipped hostel facility. It is affiliated to Maharishi Dayanand University, Rohtak.
For more information you can log on to our website- www.sdier.org

SATYUG DARSHAN TECHNICAL CAMPUS
Satyug Darshan Technical Campus was set up by Satyug
Darshan Trust on 6th August 2012 to develop competent
professionals with highest ethics and moral values to lead the
society for a peaceful tomorrow through dissemination of true
knowledge and service to mankind. Mission of this Institute is
to produce technically brilliant industry ready professionals
committed to the cause of humanity.
Spread over 11 acres, Satyug Darshan Technical Campus is an
AICTE approved Institution, which is committed to ethics &
excellence and is a perfect backdrop for a unique learning
destination. The positive energy levels here enable students to
discover their limitless potential which is the true reflection of
soul, mind and body working in a synchronized manner as per
the natural rule of equanimity to achieve excellence in every
sphere of life.
To achieve success and become competent to face any
challenge in a global environment, student development at
SDTC is centered around





Technical and management brilliance
Professional development & grooming
Leadership development program through mentoring
Strengthening self-confidence through character building
and spiritual inclination.

STDC offers
4-years Full time undergraduate engineering degree in field
of Computer Science, Electronics, Mechanical, Electrical
and Civil under affiliation from Maharishi Dayanand
University, Rohtak.
3-years full time under graduate course in Business Administration under affiliation from Maharishi Dayanand University, Rohtak.
2-years full time and 3 years part time Post Graduate Diploma in Management with specialization in Finance, Marketing, HR, Supply
Chain and Operations.





For more information you can log on to our website- www.satyug.edu.in
DHYAN KAKSHA – THE SCHOOL OF EQUANIMITY AND EVEN-SIGHTEDNESS - A SYMBOL OF ONENESS

In the midst of calm, serene and pollution free campus, the magnificent Dome-shaped, School of Equanimity & Even-sightedness, is an

unprecedented and unique architectural marvel, surrounded by a water body.
Main gate of Dhyan Kaksha, is preceded by seven other gates. These seven gates are symbolic of humane virtues i.e contentment,
endurance, truthfulness, righteousness, equanimity, selflessness & benevolence respectively. The purpose of these sequential gates is to
help a person introspect the level of virtues needed to become a real human being.
As we all know that meditation is the only spiritual tool to liberate the mind from ignorance, illusion and evil instincts so from this school
of Equanimity & Even-sightedness, the science of inner dimensions will be taught through the process of meditation i.e. a way by which
one could always remain in one's natural state of pure being in all its splendour.
For the knowledge of all, the school is meant for all, no one has any right on it. Here, there is no master or disciple, neither is any figure or
deity to worship. It is the pre-eminent source of light and true knowledge from where the lesson of humanity would be taught to entire
human race. The salient feature about this school is that there is no age limit or entry fee, neither there is any restriction based on caste,
colour, creed, riches, poverty etc. For Self-Realisation and to become a good human being, one has to shed ignorance acquired through
worldly knowledge to accept humanity as basic 'Dharma', i.e. an inherent divine virtue. Only such being can gain access to this school.
From this school, beings would acquire the skill of Equanimity and Even-sightedness, which is the foundation of constitution of 'Satyug',
according to which one would be able to learn and practice 'Sajan-bhaav' i.e. feeling of oneness towards one and all in their conduct
and behaviour. In this way, primordial cultural heritage of India i.e. 'Satyugian' morals and code of conduct would be propagated from
this school. This would enable beings to live life in unity, love, harmony, fraternity and peace. Besides this, skilful efforts would be made
to imbibe contentment & endurance so that the being would be able to follow a path of righteousness and truthfulness selflessly. Most
importantly, this school has been established for versatile development of families, societies, countries and world as a whole to achieve
happiness, tranquillity and prosperity.
CHARITY DISTRIBUTION FOR NEEDY SECTION OF SOCIETY
Trust also undertakes to help the deserving and needy people of the society
with regular financial, physical and moral support. For this purpose:









Clothes, shawls, sweaters and blankets are distributed at regular interval.
Ration, such as flour, sugar, rice, pulses, tea and oil etc. is distributed on
quarterly basis.
Monthly financial assistance is provided to the widows.
Free medical assistance is provided to deserving patients, who can not
afford the high cost of treatment.
Arrangement for marriages of poor girls & boys are made so that they
can start their married life on a happy note.
Financial help is extended on merit cum means basis to the deserving students for their studies.

SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
The Trust infuses spiritual enlightenment among its members by way of various
kinds of programs and camps, with 'Satsang' being the prime among them.
Through this process, stress is being laid with reasoning, to switch over to one
faith i.e. to hold the values of equanimity and even-sightedness firmly and
skillfully. Then practice it on daily basis to attain maturity. This is considered
essential to adhere to the principles, as contained in the 'Granth', for imbibing
strong moral and spiritual values in life. For general information, it is added that
'Satsang' is held on every Tuesday and Sunday at 'Vasundhara' and its over
hundred other branches, spread across the country and abroad.
Besides 'Satsang', the 'Gade Ka Yagya' is celebrated in the month of January
after observing forty days of worship called as 'Chalisa'. During these forty
days, celibacy and chastity is observed and abstinence from physical and
worldly desires is practiced to attain the true knowledge of the Supreme Self.
One is required to keep one's heart and mind in the pure and pious state to become entitled to wear 'Gada'. This 'Gada' is worn on the
wrist of the right hand by the deserving persons.
'Gada' is the divine ornament/weapon i.e. the mace or club of 'Lord Shri Vishnu', which was given by Him as a weapon of peace and
power to 'Lord Shri Hanuman'. The 'Gada' acts as a defensive sheath for the wearer as it is not only capable of keeping one's heart and
mind away from lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism but also to firmly uphold the virtues of equanimity, contentment,
endurance, righteousness and truthfulness.
We can say that this 'Yagya' is meant to attain a virtue capable of keeping one's heart and mind free from worldly pleasures and mental
disorders and thus firmly uphold human values essential to live peacefully. It is also a firm step towards salvation.

The auspicious day of 'Akhand Hawan' is celebrated in the month of February, when each one is supposed to do charity within one's
means and ability and transform oneself to become benevolent.
Lastly, the main congregation is held every year during the month of 'Chaitra' (March/April) when the Trust celebrates 'Ram-Navami' as
'Yagya-Utsava' which continues for four days. During this celebration, thousands of devotees, followers, members and other people from
all parts of India and abroad representing all sections of the society attend in order to get spiritually enlightened. On this occasion each
one is supposed to assess one's own past year's progress independently and identify/ understand further changes required to improve
oneself to achieve the real goal of life.
EVENTS TO CONVEY THE MESSAGE OF GOD -“LET'S MARCH TOWARDS SATYUG”
In order to spread awareness about the approaching Golden Era and to lead the society in an effective and meaningful manner, the Trust
reaches out to the masses through various cultural programs purely based on the themes related to spiritual development and moral
upliftment. Some of the major events organized by the Trust are as underKirtan-in-action - 9th December 2002, at Talkatora Indoor Stadium, New Delhi
Yug Parivartan Udgosh - 6th & 7th September 2008 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Bhaav Swabhaav Parivartan - 7th December 2008 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Jagriti - 14th & 15th August 2011 at Vasundhara, Faridabad.
Indo-Pak Cricket Series - for physically challenged players-14th October 2012 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Man Ki Avastha Ka Manav Charitra per Parabhaav - 1st December 2012 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Hassan-Hassaiya - 27th January 2013 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Equanimity & Even-sightedness in action 2013 - Annual Convention-7th September 2013 at Vasundhara Faridabad
An Interactive meet with Dr. A.P.J. Kalam - 10th October 2013 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Manavta Apnao Sukhi Ho Jao - 1st December 2013 at Vasundhara Faridabad
Manavta ke Rang Kaviyo Ke Sang - 15th December 2013 at Vasundhara Faridabad.
To spread the message of 'Satvastu Ka Kudarti Granth' to the entire human race the Trust also participated in the

Parliament of World's Religion
7th to 13th July 2004 in Barcelona, Spain, to create awareness about the importance of practicing Equanimity and Even-sightedness.

Pathways to peace : Transcending religious Boundaries.
International summit held on 22nd November 2004, New Delhi

Besides these major events, the Trust also organizes various types of functions, educational, social and cultural camps cum workshops which help people
understand ways to maintain unity in the family, serve elders and aged people, foster children with emphasis on character building and value education, practice
discipline in one's life etc. Various Personality Development and Career-Counseling Camps are organized for marriageable girls and other girls and boys under 25
years of age, which help them learn social etiquettes and manners and improve or develop their skills relating to cookery, house hold activities, aesthetics etc. This
helps them lead a successful social life.

A centrally air conditioned Auditorium (Sabha Bhawan), equipped with state of the art infrastructure and facilities has been built in
the complex for organizing these major events. This unique Auditorium is one of the largest multipurpose hall in the NCR, Delhi which
can accommodate up to 2000 person at a time.

Strength and Support
The Trust derives its strength and support from a large number
of selfless and dedicated volunteers spread all over India,
specially North India, as well as abroad.
Be a Part of the Change…
More and more people are associating themselves with the
activities of the Trust and are contributing by way of physical effort
and financial support in order to fulfill its objectives.
Contributions to the Trust can be made through A/c payee cheque or
draft in favour of: Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.) payable at Faridabad.
Donation facility via online Net banking is also available- Union bank of
India
Account No-451102011041900
IFSC Code UBIN0545112.
The payment made to the Trust is exempted under Section 80G of
Income-Tax Act of Govt. of India.

If you feel interested in the activities of the Trust or need more
information or would like to make a contribution, please write,
email or call us at the Trust office.

Satyug Darshan Trust (Regd.)
Satyug Darshan Vasundhara
Village Bhopani, Bhopani-Lalpur Road, Faridabad – 121 002
(National Capital Region of Delhi) Haryana, INDIA
Ph.: + 91-129-2201125, 2201071
E-mail : info@satyugdarshantrust.org
Web: www.satyugdarshantrust.org

